30 Minutes of Music – Episode 9 Track List

0:00 – The Spencer Davis Group – Gimmie Some Lovin (Single)

3:13 – Sérgio Mendes & Brasil ’66 – Mas Que Nada (Herb Alpert Presents Sérgio Mendes & Brasil ’66)

5:47 – Grizzly Bear – Sleeping Ute (Shields)

10:20 – The Shins – The Rifle’s Spiral (Port of Morrow)

13:46 – Peter Doherty – The Last of the English Roses (Grace/Wastelands)

19:10 – Rufus Wainwright – April Fools (Rufus Wainwright)

24:10 – George Harrison – All Things Must Pass (All Things Must Pass)

28:12 – Harry Nilsson – Without Her (Nilsson Schmilsson)